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. Abstract
6

le

.

The study-,inveSligated the effect .of cooperative -test-taking (CT) on the

achievement and -attitudes of.:46.collegg,sentorew randomly assigned to one

of two sectibns of a measurement course. As part o.fthe courses-the
. .

.t. I

students worked on pro jects ;in "random*? assigned groups of Ifour_or five.

One section took fre4uent quizzes coopirativelyt the other section took the
4 .

quizzes-individually: Quiz scores were more homogeneous within the

0;

cooperative grou0s; and .qui

Section. There was no sign

exam's.,,AttitOes toward CT

scores were.generally higher for theCT I

iciint,:difference betWeen secfiAs.on the two-
. .

and beliefs about its fairnesewere more

positive fbr student roe the CT section. Students in the CT section were-
./

. more likdly to bilieve that their study groups influenced' how much theyIt
S'

' . Learned and how well- they did on quizzes... Using ET as one)0 ofstudpnt
4'5.7 4, %, . 41*. .

evaluation may have positive benefits nhile
'

yielding'equal levels of

41. achievement.
4
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%.CooNerative Test taking. 3

Cooperative Test-taking

The practices of cooperation and test-taking Vve not been viewed as

compatible la American education. The taking of an\individual test haS

gener9lly been considered the-standard measure of sa6,sfactorV academic

performance. As such, cooperation in the completion of a test'-is

antagonistic to the purpose of testing. Three recent; CoppreheosIve, widely
4

4. %4.
' ikeed Measurement texts iSronlund, 1981. Nopkins,& Stanley OEM. Mehl-ens &, ., s,. ,

,. . 'f .

Lehmann, L984) do not mention }an optipn of -students working. collectively on
.,,

.tests;-.other than as infertept. in'cliscussions mf, cheatidg., .

,

}- :
.

i

°_However, in repent years there bias been sorb interest i.n-the use of
,.,.".

-

. . ' ..,

4 cooperatrve learbing method's other aspects of, education. A number-Of
.

. " i.

, ,

..:

-

5tithbr,s have spoken at length about the advantages of cooperative Itarning
....

4 (JohnSnr.& Johnson, 1975; Johnson; Johnson, Hblubec, &.4"oy, 1984;Aohnson,
,

.. .

. . .

O Maruyama,. Johnsdn; Nelson, & Sion, 1979; Sharab & Sharan 1976; Slavin,
. .

1983; Webb, 1987). The advantages of cooperative learning are outlinpd.in-
..

,

. detail inthe-references cited above, but in essence there, are two major
.

.

.
.

..-, . .. .

advantages.. -Th4 research generally.shb'ws a positiy4. eect 09 student.`

achieves'ent When cooperatlVe learni4ng.methods are osedranit there is ajso a_

positive effect on non -- cognitive outcomes su-6.at self-esrtiOes,and 'attitudes
.

toward other students and.schoelASIarein, 19143).

. A
This study addresses the assumpt ion of inco*patibilitr.,c0Lt*sting and,

cooperation andit attemptt to reconcile the two practices. By applying
. -

%.0

methods of cooperative learning to testing practices, perhaps_ some of 'the

advantages, of cooperation tan he obtainO, arid some- potential' problems

associated with testing can be 'avoided:

ft

-

Is

4

.

0



Cooperative list- taking 4

Beliefs about the neces'ity of individual measures of a demic

performance are.deeply held. Even hen authors write persuasively about the

prevalence of cooperation in sOciety and the need for cooperative. methods in

schools (Johnson & Johnson, 1975), .individual accountabilovey. s still relied

upOn for evaluation (Johnson et al., 1984, p. 32). In a revi bf seven

methods of xmOlementing cooperative learning; Slavin (1983, p4 24), repbrts

that none of the seven has as a standard procedure a collectjv4 effort on

quizzes or tests. However, in severelof the methods, students produde a'
f .

product cooperatively. Some-of the'methods suggest that'stlident golzzes,
0

taken individiiallyl.be.comtrOed for a gFoup grade. r

We propose thpt individu4t assessmen.of student:achievement be used,

but thit it bei.comhined with toopirative test- taking apportuntties.% What

we have assessed in this 4tudy is the opportunity.during a course to work,

coopeiatively on frequent ads6ssment activities quizzes) that would

ordinarily be done individualAy. In the method used in this study,
ce. .

1.

stUdents are still required` to talc. eximinat. .s individually. In the

s': ,

typical research on cooperative learning, th ocus is upOn the learning

activities that take place prior to the assessment of achievement.

Tests are often hoped to be a., learning opportunity for students, even

thOugh itis unlikely that ',MI), students view them as such. An advantage

that may be obtained frmeooperation on tests ,gic. quizzes is enhanced

learning. If students are allowed to cooperate while taking a test, it is

more lAkely they will Ahtilk of the time as a chance to learn, and if the

. cooperative learning research applies, perhaps they.will to fact learn from

the experience. It must be pointed out that the actual purposes for



Cooperative Test - taking 5

meksureeent have more to do with decisron making than providing a learning

qp0ortunity (Mehrens & Lehmann, 1984, p. 7). Again, we do not suggest. that

CT be used for all assessm ent,. at least as implemented .;in this` study.

ftnxiety 4S a problem that has for Some time tieen associated with teAs

(Paul.san & Kennelly, 1984). Motivation texts rdport that ,performance

,

declines if arousal (anxiety) becomes too high, and that' the effect is more,
.

t

prbnounced as tasks become moFe complex- (Weiner, 1980, p. 13'6). Teachers'

ar'e encouraged to reduce factors ihat say arouse anxiety in the testirOgri!'

4'
.

situa,tion-. The oppc4tunity to work with others ow a'teSt,may i-ocice the.

anxiety associated with the test and'resolt in bqtter. student performanice.

There are trade-offs a4iociated,With allowing students to work

cooperatively. be tests. The validity of an-individual measure of

* .- . .

$ performance
.

is certainly compromised if otherstudents are'allowell to help
. .

. .

eduring the assessment. Th design of the method can compensate for this by

usfngtT for only part ,of the assessment'. For example if, regular quizzes

ere given, they cin be administeredusing.CT but examinations can be don'e

"--
under standard conditions. The fairness of the .measurement may be questioned

even by students (Johnson et al., 1984), but they 'report that when giveran

opportunity to participate ih cooperative inceptive structures, students

*e.

begin to consider cooperative rewards as fair.

The diffusion of responsibility that is possible when greupswork

collectively on a task' may allow students to beless careful in their

individual preparation, hoping to profit from others' work. In cooperative

learning research, this-is guarded against by building in conditions that

make individual effort public. Ways to do that are to have each student

C

t
e



Cooperative Test-taking 6

responsible for completing his or her own answer sheet, to encourage the

students to actively. .discuss answers, and to assign students'to groups to

minimize*the chance for friends to form their own group with ulterior

motives. Further, without indiVidual incentive to learn the content and

therefore to perfOrm well on a test, one of the chief sourceslof. academic

motivatuag4ould be eliminated. This concern is avoided to some extent by

the use of examinations that are don4individUarly.

As mentioned earlier, thO'testing literature seems not to have

'addressed the pdssibility Of C.T. ,The -cooperative learning literature

discusses the Ilse of eooperativk tasks of various kinds, typically not

examinational but we found no research that specifically addresses the

effect of CT on achievement or,attitude.

Therefore, thi-s study sought answers to three questions, Do student's

quiz scores vary as a function of the opportunity to work cooperatively

while taking them? Is there *an effect on learning (individual exam

performance) if students are given the opportunity to work cooperatively on

quizzes-during a course? What are student's perceptions of the opportunity

to take quixzes cooperatively during a course/

Method

Subjects

Forty six seniors at the University of South Dakot4, during their

student teaching semester, were enrolled in a five week educational

measurement course. The students in the course were randomly divided into

two sections of 21 and 25 students. Sevetal students dropped the.course

After the beginning of the semester and another repor.ted to the wrong

4,



Cooperative felt- taking 7

section, accounting for the uneven split. The CT condition was randomly

assigneU to the section/that ended up haing 25 students.

Procedure

The, two sections met during mornings Monday through- Friday each week,

with the individual test-taking (IT) section meeting first, followed by the

CT section. The same professor taught both sections. At the beginning of

the semester,i'each section was randtmly divided into groups of four or live

students. The,4raups within both sections participated in discussions and

spent a small part of most class periods. working within their groups. The

sections were given quizzes every other class day to total of ten). The CT

section was allowed to work on theeuizzes in their small groups: The IT

section was told that they would be quizzed in a typical classroom testing
II

,fashion, with each student working individually on-his or her own quiz.

The sections were given the.same amount of time to complete the quizzes.

Students were informed of the testing differences between sections.

The CT groups were encouraged to discuss the quiz and collectively

decide upon answers. Each student chose and recorded his or her own

answers on individual answer sheets. Scores were assigned individually to

students, based upon the answer sheet each submitted. Observations of.the

CT groups during the quizzing showed heated discussion over passible
%

answers. Quizzes counted toward the course grade, which was based upon

fixed percentages of possible points rather than on a curve, thereby

minimizing need for competition among st/'ents. The midterm and final

exams and the attitude instrument were completed individually on the last

day of class. \\.
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Quizzes each consisted of five multiple choice and true-false items.

The midterm and final exams each had about 80 items, parallel in content,

and format to those on the quizzes. The final exam included items covering

the first half of the course. Both exams included about five items drawn

from the quizzes; students were told that some items, would be repeated.

Results (11

Multivariate analysis of variance (SPSS-X MANOVA) was performed ow the

achievement and on the attitude, data.. The factor of interest in the

analyses was testing condition (cooperative versus individual). The first

analysis used the ten quizzes as dependent variables. A second analysis

included the midterm and final exams as dependent variables. Two separate

anhlyses of Ahievement data were performed because of the difference in

administration procedures used for the two types of exams.(all students took

the midterm and final individually). Responses to items on the.attitude

'instrument were the dependent measures in the analysis of the attitude data.

Eight of the students had missing data on one or more of the quizzes,

leaving 38 cases for the analysis of the quiz performance. Box's

multivariate test far homogeneity of dispersion matrices was significant
erg

F(55,3797) = 2.21, <.001. A significant Bartlett test of sphericity (45)

= 111.55, < .001 as was F(max) (10,36) = 3.49, E< .05. Because of the

failure to meet assumptions for the univariate approach to the analysis,althe

multivariate tests are considered. For all quizzes, the CT sections had a

smaller standard deviation of quiz scores than the IT section (see Table 1).

Th'e analysis of the quiz scores yielded a significant multivariate test of

significance (Wilks), F(10, 27) = 5.59, p (.001. However, only the

p
9

Ire



Cooperative Test-taking

univariate test for the second quiz was significant, F(1,36) = 12:13,

p_< .01. Three other quizzes showed sizeable but not'significant

differehces between the two sections. However, the quiz means did not

consistently favor either section (see Table 1). 0n half ofthe quizzes,

the IT section had a higher average than the CT section.

All 46 cases had complete data for the Analysis of the exam scores.

Agaih, Box's.eultivariate test for homogeneity of dispersion matrices was

significant F(3, 6935351) = 4.11, p (.01, as was BartlAt's test of

sphericity (1) = 15.10, p_< .001. The F(max) (2, 44) = 1:58, a. > .05 was

not significant. The CT section had a larger standard deviation on the

midterm exam and a smaller standard deviation on the final exam (see Table

2). The multivariate test of significance (Wilks) was not significant, F(2,

43) = .21, 2 .81 (sqp Table 2(for the'means).

Complete data on the attitude instrument was available for all 46.

cases. Box's multivariate test for homogeneity of dispersion matrices oas

significant F(210, 5544) = 1.23, p_(.051 as was Bartlett's test of

sphericity (190) = 305.88, 2..< :001. The F(max) (20, 44) = 3.20, Q > .05

was not significant. The Wilks multivariate F for the testing condition_

main effect over.the 20 attitude items was significant F(20, 25) = 2.08,

E( .05. The univariate analyses indicated that the students in the two

testing conditions differed in their response to four of the items. Those

items and the corresponding statistics are reported in Table 3.

(The IT students were more inclined than the CT students to want to take

quizzes individually (item 1). The CT students felt that their quiz

performance was enhanced by their group (item 2) and that it was fair' to

10
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have grades determined in part by group performance (item 6). The IT -;

students believed that they learned the material better because of being

required to tike quizzes individually.

'Discussion

The premise of'this research was to investigate the potential of using

cooperative test-taking (CT), a seemingly illogical combination. The

advantages suggested in the introduction were that students would'learn

more, express more positive attitudes, and would experie less anxiety

under conditions of CT. The potential disadvantta were that' the validity

of individual, scores would be ccompromised and that students would take

advantage of the opportunity to not prepare for quizzes.'

The results of the study are positive or at least neutral on.all

counts. The examinations were traditional measures of individual

perfOrmance in the course, and there,was no 'difference on the exams between

the CT and IT sections. There was therefore no evidence for superior

learnin4/on the part of 'the CT students, nor was there evidence for the CT

students to not study the material because of diffusion of responsibility.

One possibility not controlled for was the amount of "cramming" done by

either section prior to the exams. If students in either section crammed,

lat

they "could.'hide any effect on the exams that was due to the treatment.

(The CT students did bette on the quizzes than the IT students. The

cooperative learning research (Slavin, 1983) indicates that when given an

opportunity to share resources (in MO case, information about the subject
A

matter), collective performance is better than individual performance.

Slavin states that "many (of the studieil simply found that two or more

. 11



Cooperat,ive,Test-taking 11

students who take a test togethet'o better than students who work Alone"

(1983, p.12), It is surprising'that there we,* significant difference. oh
,

1

only ome of the Auizzesi,and,that was early in 'the cdurse Cqutz 2).

There maybe some deference in,the,effect of..cooperation when A.

comparing a typil.eduiatiogtest or 404z to the perforrences involved

r.. ,
. ,

. .
. .

in the cooperative learning literature. ,The type' of task used in earlier

research involves building 61dck towers add Other 'activities not a

. .

traditional part of education. ThoSe activities usUall'rhaVe,a specific
,

4 '
and obvIcrlis right answer, ones thaanswer iSsuggested: ''That was clWarly

a 4 .,:

not the case on the quizzes, as students were'overheagd tO'Omplain.about
14.

Jetting ithers talk them out bf an answer that have,beem-corredt.

The CT-students indicated 'positive attitudes aboUt the use'ofAT, about
. )

the influence of-their groups on their quiz scores -and learning*. aid the
.

.

fairness of, basing grades%in part on group efforts. There were no
a3 '1

differences on attitude items assessing general attitudes toward the course,

_/..
..

nor on anxiety associated with the quizzes.

Questions remain about the real effects of :1:T upon the study habits of

students. Slavin (1983) found in his review that there was_lmore 'helping*

among. students under a cooperative incentive.structure than under either

4
individual or competitive incentive's. The specific result of helping is

not always clear:lHamblin, Hathaway, & Modarski (497,1)4 do show' a

correspondence between helping in prior studying.and'quiz performance (on

* individual quizzes), but they did not specifically manipulate helping.

rhaps a more detailed look at whet is learned during thecoursel in

ation for.the quiizes, would indicate differences. Other

0

12.

1

a

.
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Cooperative Test-taking 12

manipulat ons of the reward structures and the task structures are possible
. .

and ,should be expldred in an effort to maximize the benefit of CT. For

example, under the quizzing pr cedures.used in the CT, groups, it was

possible for the diffusiono responsibility to be high- (a student could

substitute for another in pr viding information abput each item). There

may have been less press4r n students to prepare for quizzes as well as

they might have. ale -have additional research currently underway to ftirther

lexplore the specific effect, of CT on studying ,and quiz perforgmance.
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Table 1

Mean Quiz 94rores for 01 tmeeative Test-tpkinCT)
4,

,

and for the Individual Test. taking Conditions 14T1

. .

:Teiting condition

47.

IT 1n = 17) Ct (n =211 -

Quiz SD

1 4.47 0.80 4.33 0.58

2 3.88 1.05 4.76 0.44

3 . 4.00. 0.94 4.43 0.51

4 3.29 1.45 - 4.05 1.12

5 3.76 1.09 i 3.57 0.51

6 3.06' 1.09 2.95 0.74

7, 3.00 1.50 3.14 0.73

8 3.71 0.85 3.48 0.51

9 4.47 1.07 4.24 0.62

10
r

2.76 0.90 3.24 0.62
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Mean Test scores farthe Cpoperittve Test-tskin'a.,(CT)

and far the rndividual Test-taAina:Cenctittons'(IT)
,

Test

Testing condition .

21)'.
-

CI 4n m25)

a.

A

1 54.29 6.72 53.20 11.70

2 49.57 9.00 48.08 6.55
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Cooperative Test-taking 16

, Table 3

Meao)Utitude Item Rating and F Values for the

Si..anificant Uems for the CoOverative Test- taking (CT)

and for the Individual Nest- taking Conditions (IT)

Testing condition

' -

IT (n = 21)- CT to = 25)

Item M SD M a F

1 choose to take quizzes '4.19 1.57 2.16 1.31 23.85 **

individually

2 quizzes better 2.76 1.67 4.68' 1.14 21.18*

becauseof sly group

6 fair to basi grade in 2.29
4

1.27 3.44 9.78*rn

part on others in group

16 learn better if required 4.24 1.04 3.12 093 14.79**

to take quit alone

Note. All rating scales were from strongly disagree (1) to

strongly agree (6).

( .01. ** EL ( .001.
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